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Abstract : Numerical simulation of supersonic combustion of hydrogen in air has been done using point implicit finite
volume method. This method treats all chemical species terms implicitly and all other terms explicitly. Solver is based on the
solution of unsteady, compressible, turbulent Navier-Stokes equations, using Unstructured Finite Volume Method (UFVM)
incorporating RNG based κ-ε two equation model and time integration using three stage Runge-Kutta method. Reaction of
hydrogen with air is modeled using an eight-step reaction mechanism. The preconditioning has found to be effective in
overcoming the stiffness in chemically reacting flows. The method is validated against standard experiments for CFD code
validation. The predicted values of temperature and species production were in good agreement with experimental results.
The code is used to simulate the combustion of hydrogen injected to the wake region formed by a wedge shaped strut.
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1. Introduction

Supersonic Combustion Ramjet engine (SCRAMJET) benefits

from the better performance of air breathing propulsion system.

Scramjets need a combustor that should have efficient mixing

and combustion of fuel with air at supersonic speeds without

much pressure loss. Many experimental and numerical analyses

[1-3] have been reported during the last few decades regarding

the characteristics of the complex flow field resulting due to fuel

air mixing and combustion. The use of supersonic combustors in

such vehicles requires efficient supersonic combustion within

combustor lengths, short enough to be compatible with practical

engine sizes. Micro scale mixing is essential as it promotes rapid

reaction. Hydrogen has proven its role as fuel in such

applications. The present work is an attempt towards the accurate

prediction of heat release and species production in Hydrogen-

Air mixing layers.

The developed solver is based on two-dimensional Navier

Stokes equation governing compressible turbulent flows. The

time integration is done using three stage Runge-Kutta method.

For modeling Hydrogen-Air reaction, an eight-step reaction

mechanism proposed by Evans and Schexnayder [4] has been

used. Flows involving finite rate chemistry are often found to be

stiff, hence it is very difficult to solve them numerically using

simple explicit methods. The point implicit method suggested by

Bussing and Murman [5] is based on the implicit treatment of the

chemical species in the source term and is effective in dealing the

phenomena with differing time scales simultaneously. The

implicit treatment of the chemical species in the source term

reduces the stiffness considerably and higher CFL almost equal

to that of non-reacting situations has been obtained. Comparison

of the numerical result has been done with the standard

experimental data for CFD code validation. In the present work

hydrogen wall jet experiments of Burrows and Kurkov [6] and

axisymmetric reacting free shear flow experimental

measurements of Cheng et al. [7] are used. The predicted heat

release and species production rates are found to have reasonable

agreement with the experimental results. Combustion of

hydrogen injected to the wake region formed by a wedge shaped

strut has been simulated using the present code.

2. Governing Equations

Navier-Stokes equation for an axisymmetric flow can be
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(30)

written as

(1)

Where

For the present analysis modified κ-ε model called

Renormalisation Group (RNG) model was used. Yakhot et al [8]

proposed this model, which systematically removes all the small

scales of turbulence motion from the governing equation by

expressing their effects in terms of large scales and a modified

viscosity.

(2)

(3)

Here the turbulence source terms are defined as

Turbulent viscosity is defined as

(4)

Closure coefficients are evaluated as

and 

Value of constant β is adjustable which is found from near wall

turbulence data. All other parameters are explicitly computed as

part of RNG process.

For modeling Hydrogen-Air reaction, an eight-step reaction

mechanism proposed by Evans and Schexnayder [4] has been

used for which the reaction steps and reaction rates are

summarised in Table 1.From the law of mass action applicable

for any chemical reaction

(5)

Where i=1,2,3… . represents species and j=1,2,3… represents

reactions

Net change in concentration of any species can be found as

Table 1  Reaction steps and reaction rates
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(6)

And the net production of species is given by

(7)

Wi represents molecular weight of a apecies.

Reaction rates in the above equation can be found from

Arrhenius law

(8)

Here is the equilibrium reaction rate.

Evaluation of thermodynamic properties specific heat at constant

pressure, enthalpy and entropy are respectively found from

standard thermodynamic data from McBride et al [9] as.

(9)

(10)

(11)

For each species two sets of coefficients are used for the

temperature intervals, one applicable from 300K up to 1000K

and the other applicable from1000K up to 3000K. Total energy

of flow field is given by

(12)

Temperature is worked out from the above equation using the

Newton-Raphson method. From the modified energy equation,

the pressure is calculated from the resulting temperature as

follows

(13)

3. Numerical Method

Basically finite volume technique is an integration of

conservation laws. In other words, mass, momentum and energy

should be conserved at the basic discrete level. The conservation

equation applicable for a cell is

(14)

(15)

Vi is the cell volume and ds is the area of elemental sides.

This is a system of ordinary differential equation. For

obtaining the solution this has to be integrated with respect to

time. The cell averages of the derivative of different flow

variables for the surface described by a quadrilateral ABCD can

be evaluated as follows.

The derivatives are

The surface area is obtained as

A method of successive iteration is used to integrate the

governing equation. The variables are updated after each sweep

of computational domain. The method is only conditionally

stable as it is an explicit method.

For the present analysis the numerical dissipation terms are

formed with Laplacian and Biharmonic operators. The

dissipation can be written as

(16)

Laplacian operator for the ith cell is given by

(17)

where the summation in k is taken over all control volumes

which have common “n” interface with the ith cell.

The Biharmonic operator is given by

(18)

In the above equation

k(4) values ranges from 1/256 to 3/256 and k(2) values ranges

from 0.25 to 0.5.

The artificial Laplacian operator to capture oscillations near

shock waves is computed as

(19)

keqj

(31)
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Where  

Vi is a scaling factor given by the undivided Laplacian pressure

given by

The Biharmonic operator is not operated near shocks as it will

produce pre and post shock oscillations.

With the addition of artificial dissipation terms the space

discretisation will become

(20)

For the simple explicit scheme the time stepping using Runge-

Kutta method can be described as

(21)

Governing equations of turbulent shear layer flows involving

finite rate chemistry are often difficult to solve due to stiffness

(Ratio of largest time scale to smallest). Stiffness will degrade

the performance of numerical methods. While handling two

phenomena of differing time scales together, both can be

advanced equally in pseudo time. In other words, it can be treated

as way of rescaling the equation in time such that both

phenomena evolve at comparable pseudo time scales. Then fast

process will not hold the slower process. Thereby higher time

steps can be achieved. Thus the modified equation is

(22)

The point implicit formulation of the time stepping can be

written as

(23)

The point implicit scheme in which all the six chemical

species (H2, O2, OH, H, O and H2O) terms are treated implicitly

and all other terms explicitly. The preconditioning [5] Matrix SJ

used for this purpose is given by.

(24)

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Hydrogen Wall Attached Jet Issuing to Hot Vitiated

Air Stream

The prediction capability of the code for chemical reaction in

supersonic flow field is analysed using a validation test data

obtained from Burrows and Kurkov experiment [6]. This

experiment has been widely used for code validation. A sonic

stream of hydrogen is injected to hot vitiated air stream along a

slightly angled down wall. The schematic of the set up is shown

in Figure 1. The flow field conditions are summarized in Table 2. 

The left face of the computational domain is given with a

supersonic inflow condition in the region of supersonic air

stream. Hydrogen jet with above-mentioned conditions is

introduced at respective position as separate boundary condition.

Bottom is a no slip wall and the top face is a free slip wall. A

supersonic out flow condition is maintained at outlet. The

computational domain was divided into 74000 control volumes

with clustering near wall region (edge length of the element in y

direction is 0.01 mm). The introduction of point implicit

technique has found to be effective in dealing chemical source

terms. CFL almost equal to that of compressible turbulent flow

(without reaction) could successfully demonstrate this

(32)

Table 2  Test conditions in Burrows and Kurkov [6] experiment
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phenomenon.

A detailed comparison of the computed results with

experimental data is shown in Figure 2. The RNG turbulence

model used in the present analysis could accurately follow the

turbulence chemistry interaction. The predicted variations of

species mole fractions were in good agreement with experimental

data. The non-reacting hydrogen diffuses down along the wall

and the reaction is confined in the mixing layer. The enlarged

view of the reaction zone is shown in Figure 3.

Once reaction is initiated, much alteration in the predicted

values of species concentration and temperature are not observed

because the reaction is confined to the low velocity region of the

flow field. The OH mole fraction is less by an order compared to

that of water as its production is of highly fluctuating in nature

and is unstable. The average non-reacting hydrogen

concentration is decreasing along the wall and it causes a small

decrease in temperature and did not overcome by increase in

mixing and reaction. The flame spreads upwards as it move along

the wall.

4.2 Coaxial Hydrogen-Air Supersonic Mixing and

Reaction

Numerical simulations were performed on an axisymmetric

configuration consisting of coaxial jets (Hydrogen and vitiated

air) exiting at supersonic velocities into ambient air. Cheng et al.

[7] made measurements for of temperature and composition have

been carried out using ultra-violet Raman scattering and laser

induced pre-dissociative fluorescence techniques and an

exhaustive set of data are available for validation. The flow

conditions have been summarized in Table 3. The details of

computational domain are given in Fig. 4. The left face of the

computational domain is given with a supersonic inflow

condition in the region of supersonic air stream. The burner lips

were assumed to non-catalytic. This experiment has been

numerically analysed by Baurle et al. [10]. Hydrogen jet with

above-mentioned conditions is introduced at respective position

as separate boundary condition. Remaining portion in left face is

considered as no slip wall. Top face is a no slip wall. A

supersonic out flow condition is maintained at outlet. Since the

entire flow field is symmetrical about axis of the coaxial jet, a

symmetry condition is utilized there. The computational domain

was discretised in to 104000 control volumes. The entire domain

is initialized with ambient conditions. The grid was added to

allow specification of the entrainment boundary condition well

upstream of the coaxial jets. The grid is clustered to give more

resolution near the lip regions in the transverse direction, and

near the burner exit in the streamwise direction.

The introduction of point implicit technique has found to be

effective in dealing chemical source terms. CFL almost equal to

that of compressible turbulent flow (without reaction) could

(33)

Fig.1  Experimental setup of Burrows and Kurkov [6]

Fig.2  Comparison of computed results with experimental data (a)
Species mole fraction profiles at exit plane. (b) Temperature
profile at exit plane.
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successfully demonstrate this phenomenon. Vector plot for the

mixing region near jet outlets is shown in Fig. 5. Low velocity

regions can be found in mixing layer with recirculations near lip

region, this leads to enhanced mixing of the jets. The lip height

has a significant role in deciding the nature of recirculation

region around it.

Among an exhaustive set of data, a selective set of result of the

comparison of the predicted value of temperature at exit of the

computational domain (X/D=43.1 or 101mm from jet outlet)

with experiment is shown in Fig. 6. Reasonable match has been

obtained inside core region of the jet and a slight difference in

the mixing layers. The difference is due to the value of initial

turbulence level given at the inlet and also due to the numerical

dissipation effects.

The Mach field view for the mixing layers near to the jet outlet

(34)

Fig.3  Field view of the computed results in the reaction zone of the flow field (a)Water mole fraction, (b) OH mole
fraction and (c) Temperature

Table 3  Coaxial burner exit conditions

Fig.4  Details of computational domain

Fig.5  Velocity vectors near jet outlets
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is shown in Fig. 6. Alternate compression and expansion takes

place for the jet and is not enough to perturb the flow field much

in the region near to the jet outlets. The thickness in the lip

region, separating the two flows, creates small expansions that

are further suppressed by latter stream. The alternate

compression-expansion wave patterns found getting gradually

weaken due heat release and viscous effects in the region. The

temperature plot for the entire domain is given in Fig. 7. The

mixing becomes more predominant in the region far from the jet

outlets and heat release gradually increases in the mixing layer

between hydrogen and air. Non-reacting fuel core extends up to

30mm from jet outlets. Outer layer between supersonic air stream

and ambient has almost same temperature through out the length,

beyond this non reacting core region.

Comparison of predicted OH mole fraction profiles with

experiment is shown in Fig. 8. The OH mole fraction is less

almost by an order to that of water mole fraction. Though there is

a slight over prediction at the first location (X/D=10.8 or

25.4mm), there is a good agreement between predicted OH mole

fraction profiles with experiment in other locations. Rather good

agreement in mixing layer that of core region is found at all

locations. Figure 9 shows the quantitative comparison of

computed water mole fraction profiles with experiment. The

species production rates in the mixing region are well agreeing

with experimental values. The water mole fraction values at core

region could not be established exactly. Comparison of predicted

temperature profiles with experiment is given in Fig. 10. The

predicted values of temperature in mixing layers and in core

region have got appreciable agreement with that of experiment.

The prediction capability of the code developed is proven by this

comparison. In general the non-interference of fuel core to the

outer region can be noticed in these plots.

4.3 Combustion of hydrogen the wake region of a strut

The two-dimensional numerical simulation of the flow field

generated by the injection of a sonic stream of hydrogen jet in to

hot air stream has been performed. The geometry used for the

present analysis is similar to that proposed by Wepler and

Koschel [11] and is shown in Fig.11. The wake region formed

due to the wedge shaped strut enhances the mixing of the

upcoming hydrogen jet. In addition to this reflected oblique

shocks and its reflections from upper and lower walls along with

the expansion wave from the lip of the strut interact with this

wake region and the jet in its core. This lead to the formation of

localized low velocity regions blocking the progress of the jet

and hence sustained reaction zones in its outer periphery. But on

the other hand, the same phenomena lead to pressure loss, which

decides the total available thrust at the nozzle exit of the engine.

For the present analysis the geometry was divided into 105600

control volumes. The flow conditions for free stream and

hydrogen injection is summarized in Table 4. More grids are

provided down stream of the strut to capture wake and the

(35)

Fig.6  Mach field view for the mixing region

Fig.7  Field view of temperature for the entire domain
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(36)

Fig.9  Comparison of predicted water mole fraction profiles with experiment [7]

Fig.8  Comparison of predicted OH mole fraction profiles with experiment [7]
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mixing structure.

The converged results (at CFL equal to 0.5) are post processed

and the field view of Mach number is shown in Fig. 12. The

oblique shock and its successive reflections are well captured.

The alternate compression and expansion of the over expanded

hydrogen jet and its interaction with shock reflection can be

observed. Due to the effect of wake, localized recirculations

zones with high residence time are created. There occurs

sustained combustion and high temperatures in these areas can be

observed from field view of temperature (Fig. 13). The oblique

shock originated from the leading edge of the strut creates an

increase in temperature. This along with low velocity region in

the lip initiates combustion. Further down stream the localized

reaction pools generated due to shock/expansion wave interaction

with wake-jet core system enhances mixing and reaction. Along

the length of the combustor, the flame is found to be laterally

spreading as the eddy systems grow in size. Water mole fraction

plot shown in Fig. 14 also reveals the mixing enhancement and

(37)

Fig.10  Comparison of predicted temperature profiles with experiment [7]

Table 4  Test conditions in strut injection

Fig.11  Schematic of the computational domain for wedge shaped strut
injection
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reaction in wake jet interaction region.

Two sets of simulations with more pressure at inlet of the

combustor for the free air stream (181500 Pa and 242000 Pa)

have been performed, the convergence observed at the same

higher CFL.

5. Conclusions

Computational analysis of supersonic turbulent reacting flow

field has been performed with point implicit finite volume

method on unstructured grids. The preconditioning used for

chemical source terms has found to improve the capability of the

code by increasing the CFL to 0.5, almost equal to that of the

non-reacting version of the same code. The comparison of the

computed data with experimental data has shown reasonable

agreement. Simulation of the combustion of hydrogen injected to

the wake region formed by a wedge shaped strut, revealed the

enhancement of mixing and reaction in wake jet interaction

region. Convergence at same CFL has been observed for tests

with increased pressure at inlet for free stream air.

Though the reaction mechanism employed here is performing

well when coupled with two-dimensional turbulent compressible

Navier-Stokes equation; inclusion of more number of variables

has created difficulties. It will set a real challenge, in terms of

computer resources, while applying for scramjet combustors of

larger geometry.
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